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STEM Night at Rutherford County Schools 

Several faculty members and students from the Engineering Technology Department 

volunteered for the 2nd annual Rutherford County School District STEM night event, 

which took place at the Stewarts Creek High School on Fri, Apr 6, 2018. In this event, 

about 90 posters were presented and hundreds of participants attended. Mechatronics 

students (Jeri Radford, Nicole Chandler, Dustin Arnold, and Matthew Radice) and ET 

faculty members (Dr. Mina Mohebbi, Dr. Misa Faezipour, Dr. Antonio Saavedra, and 

Dr. Lei Miao) judged the student posters.  

A STEM station was run by the department to promote the interests of the middle and 

high school students in engineering. In particular, Matthew Radice and his partners 

Jericho Marsh and Karolin Maximous demoed their senior design project: an 

automated pancake maker. Fig. 1 shows the three team members and their pancake 

maker. Fig. 2 shows a large crowd attracted to the STEM station. Matthew Radice and 

Kody Vonbargen also brought a self-balancing robot prototype built by Dr. Miao to the 

STEM station. Fig. 3 shows a few students and a parent who were curious about how 

the self-balancing robot works. 

In the award ceremony, Dr. Faezipour and Dr. Mohebbi, on behalf of the Engineering 

Technology Department, gave a special recognition award to three Blackman Middle 

School students: Emma Williams, Erin Stump, and Michaela Flowers, who designed a 

burglar detection system known as “Safe Step” (Fig. 4). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Jericho (Left), Matthew                 

(Middle), and Karolin (Right),                Fig. 3 The self-balancing robot 

and their pancake maker 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 The automated pancake            Fig. 4 Dr. Faezipour and Dr. Mohebbi 

maker attracted a large crowd           in the award ceremony 

Graduates accepted into PhD Program at WPI 

Recent Mechatronics Engineering graduates Brad Hobbs (class of May ‘18) and John 

Blankenhorn (class of December ‘17) both accepted offers to attend Worcester 

Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in Massachusetts to complete a PhD in Robotics 

Engineering. WPI is one of six schools in the country to offer a graduate robotics 

degree. Brad will complete research in designing a new type of biomimetic robotic arm 

and hand, as well as developing a novel leg exoskeleton at WPI’s Popovic Labs. John 

will complete research in developing new control algorithms for the Boston Dynamics 

ATLAS robot at WPI’s Humanoid Robotics Lab. WPI is one of seven Universities to 

house an ATLAS robot. Both Brad and John begin research and classes in August 

2018. Brad is currently working on research with Dr. Brian Slaboch relating to their 

recent ASME publication in the area of Kinematics. John is currently working at Torc 

Robotics, utilizing artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to improve the 

perception software of the company’s autonomous vehicles’ vision systems. Both Brad 

and John attribute their success from their experiences in completing multiple projects 

at MTSU, including research with Dr. Slaboch, SME robotics club, The Experimental 

Vehicles Program, senior capstone robot, volunteer side projects, and the multiple 

hands-on course projects in the Mechatronics Engineering curriculum.  

 

SGA Awards for EVP 

Dr. Saeed Foroudastan and Mikhail Ault-Normandie have been recognized by the 
MTSU Student Government Association during the SGA April 2018 Award Ceremony 
for  their support of the student organization, MTSU's Experimental Vehicle Program. 
The awards were for Advisor of the Year for Dr. Foroudastan and for Silent Inspiration 
Award for Mikhail. Award criteria is listed below. They were recognized for their 
contributions from among all the other worthy student organizations nominations. 

Congratulations to Dr. Foroudastan and Mikhail. 

Advisor of the Year Award 
This award is given to the advisor of a registered student organization who displays 
outstanding leadership, dedication and involvement, based on the following criteria:  

 Contribution as an advisor to nominating student organization, MTSU and 

community 

 Effective advising within the standards and expectations of the organization, any 

affiliated national/regional offices and all applicable university policies 

 Excellent student relations, aptitude in challenging and empowering the 

organization to thrive, and providing support to assist the organization with 
meeting its goals 

 Dedication to consistently advising the organization 

 
Silent Inspiration Award 
This award recognizes a member of a registered student organization who has made 
significant contributions to his/her organization, but not within an officially recognized 
leadership capacity for that student organization, based on the following criteria:  

 Contribution to nominating student organization and its individual members that is 

not expected as a part of the student's membership responsibilities 

 Demonstrated commitment to the organization's purpose and those served by it 

 Demonstration of going above and beyond expectations of membership 
responsibilities 

 

Partnership formed between Boy Scouts of America and MTSU            
(from wgnsradio.com; March 7, 2018) 

Middle Tennessee State University and the Middle Tennessee Council of the Boy 

Scouts of America signed a partnership that will allow the university to be a greater 

resource for Scouting programs, particularly in science and technology. 

 

And, in doing so, the university will gain an opportunity to reach and recruit 

prospective students from the council, which serves 37 Middle Tennessee counties 

and Fort Campbell, Ky. 

 

MTSU President Sidney A. McPhee was joined by former Council President J.B. 

Baker, now a member of the university's Board of Trustees, and Council Scout 

Executive and CEO Larry Brown in signing the partnership. 

 

The council, based in Nashville, has more than 18,600 youth and their families 

participating in programs. It has been fastest growing of 270 nationwide councils the 

past two years, charting a 24-percent increase since 2015. 

 

"What a great group of potential students for MTSU," McPhee said. "I'd like to see 

MTSU become the undergraduate and graduate choice for not only the Council's 

Scouts, but also their parents and leaders who may be looking for a higher education 

option." 

 

Baker, a Nashville resident and owner and CEO of Sprint Logistics LLC, is an Eagle 

Scout who has served on various council committees. He now serves as a council 

trustee. 

 

"It's personal for me," Baker said. "The MOU is great. It's a well-worded document -- 

allowing the two parties to work together in collaboration and in purpose." 

 

While the partnership signed Wednesday is new, Brown said "hundreds of thousands 

of Scouts in the Middle Tennessee Council have benefited from a strong partnership 

with MTSU since 1920." 

 

"The two iconic organizations have partnered on numerous projects and activities that 

have benefited many generations of Scouts," Brown added. 

 

It puts into play the educational resources of the university's College of Basic and 

Applied Sciences to engage scouts in science and technology pursuits. The pact is 

based upon a similar aerospace education partnership the college forged four years 

ago with the Tennessee Wing of the Civil Air Patrol's cadet program. 

 

The agreement was signed in the Strobel Lobby, which connects the Davis Science 

Building and Wiser-Patten Science Hall on the Science Corridor of Innovation. Cub 

Scouts from Scales and Rockvale elementary schools attended the event. 

 

Also, in a surprise announcement, McPhee recognized MTSU Mathematical Sciences 

lecturer Carla Adamson with a Silver Column Award for her annual leadership of Merit 

Badge University. 

 

The program has been held since 1991 at MTSU. This year, it was held Feb. 24, with 

more than 300 scouts, leaders and parents attending. 

 

The President's Silver Column Award recognizes "individuals who go beyond the call 

of duty to make this campus a place that is conducive to learning and a caring place." 

 

And, before the signing, McPhee thanked and recognized a Basic and Applied 

professor for his work in forming an Explorer Scout Post devoted to engineering 

technology. Explorer posts are open to both young men and women, ages 14 to 20, 

that usually focus on a single career field. 

 

McPhee praised Vishwas Bedekar, an engineering technology assistant professor, for 

his efforts in creating and sustaining the post, not only "to teach young men and 

women about science and technology" but also showcase the MTSU campus. 

 

MTSU has more than 240 combined undergraduate and graduate programs. 

Engineering technology, aerospace and mathematical science are three of 11 College 

of Basic and Applied Sciences departments. 

Robotics Competition 

The Robotics Club/SME S239 student chapter from ET continued its success at 
National Robotics challenge 2018. Our ET students won Gold and Silver awards in 
Mini Sumo competition; Silver and Bronze awards in Combat robot competition and 
Bronze award in Autonomous vehicles challenge in post-secondary category.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MTSU Research Magazine 

There are two articles relating to our department in the new edition of MTSU 
Research: Research for Tennessee.  Be sure to read Lean and Mean on page 29 
and Better by Design starting on page 30. 

 

ET Open House 

The department enjoyed a tremendously successful Open House on April 26.  Be on 

the lookout for the June issue of Driven for all of the details! 

 

Do you have news to share with the MTSU ET family? Email your stories and pictures to 

etdept@mtsu.edu.  Deadline for the June issue of Driven is May 28. 
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